
STRASBOURG [R-H] - 12 September 
Race 1 - PRIX DE LA 1ERE ARMEE -  5200m P2P. Purse EUR €21,000. 

1. FAYAS - Fifth beaten 18L at Pompadour in a cross country chase over 5000m in July. More needed. 

2. BLACK'N ROSES - Fourth beaten 21L in a Pompadour cross country chase four weeks ago. Down in grade 

and may find this easier. 

3. BORN TO BE A QUEEN - Won by 15L at Craon over 4600m in a cross country chase three weeks ago. 

Looks the one to beat. 

4. BABA STONE - Fifth beaten 12L at Lyon-Parilly over 5200m in a cross country chase in June. Down a 

level and won in this grade two starts back. 

5. UNBRIN DE L'ISLE - Only beaten 0.75L at Vittel in a lower class cross country chase a fortnight ago. Could 

place.  

6. POONAM - Found success by 3L at Granville in a lower class cross country event two weeks back. Bit 

more needed upped in level. 

7. DALILA D'AIRY - Won by 4L at Vittel in a cross country chase over 5200m four weeks ago. Same level 

and first time blinkers. Interesting. 

8. FLICKA D'OLIVATE - Scored by 19L at Cluny in a 4600m cross country chase after making all in July. Up 

in grade but very taking last time. 

9. TEMPETE DU MOULIN - Third beaten 20L at Vittel in a lower class two weeks ago and others look stronger. 

Summary: BORN TO BE A QUEEN (3) is bidding for a four timer after scoring at Craon in a cross country by 
15L. Could prove tough to beat. FLICKA D'OLIVATE (8) made all to win by 19L in a lower class at Cluny over 
these fences. Worth a try at this level. DALILA D'AIRY (7) produced a 4L success at Vittel in this company. 
Interesting with first time blinkers. BABA STONE (4) finished fifth beaten 12L at Lyon-Parilly in a 5200m cross 
country chase. Place consideration required down in grade. 

Selections 

BORN TO BE A QUEEN (3) - FLICKA D'OLIVATE (8) - DALILA D'AIRY (7) - BABA STONE (4)  



Race 2 - PRIX AQUARELLISTE -  2000m CLM. Purse EUR €12,500. 

1. JAAQOOS - No sign of ability in four starts to date. Now dropped to a claimer. 

2. RUDA D'ANGE - Ninth beaten 15L at Moulins in a maiden over 1400m four weeks ago on debut. First time 

blinkers and down in grade. 

3. NORWEGIA - Sixth beaten 6.25L at Marseille Borely over 1800m in a Class Two eight days ago. Top claims 

down in grade. 

4. FEE D'ESPOIR - Fourth at Clairefontaine over 1600m in a claimer beaten 4L sixteen days ago. This is 

weaker and looks a good opening. 

5. IXIABLUE - Daughter of Anodin making her debut in a claimer. Best watched. 

6. COMTESSE VERA - Sixth beaten 12L at Deauville in a Class Two over 1300m seventeen days back. 

Taking a big drop in level. 

7. PETIT AMOUR - Well beaten in three claimers to date and not a likely winner. 

8. PETIT POINT - Beaten 46L on debut at Le Touquet in a 1300m claimer. Impossible to have. 

9. SAMAYA - Fourth beaten 3.75L at Vichy over 1400m in a claimer five weeks ago. The winner has won 

again since and needs consideration. 

Summary: FEE D'ESPOIR (4) finished fourth beaten 4L at Clairefontaine in a claimer over 1600m. Proven at 
this level and has been found a good opportunity. NORWEGIA (3) produced a 6.25L sixth at Marseille Borely 
over 1800m in a Class Two. Taking a significant drop in grade. SAMAYA (9) was a fair 3.75L fourth at Vichy 
in a claimer over 1400m. Still unexposed and should go close. COMTESSE VERA (6) is taking a big class 
drop on third start. Worth place consideration. 

Selections 

FEE D'ESPOIR (4) - NORWEGIA (3) - SAMAYA (9) - COMTESSE VERA (6)  



Race 3 - PRIX WOLFBERGER (PRIX DES CONTADES) -  3300m HDLE. Purse EUR €22,000. 

1. THE MACHINE - Won a maiden hurdle at Vittel over 3300m by 3L in front of Crazy Luca three weeks ago. 

Top connections and further improvement is expected. 

2. TAKING POWER - Failed to complete in three of last four outings. Was second three starts back beaten 

15L at Vittel in a conditions hurdle. Best watched. 

3. ICI AVRILLY - Won by 20L at Vittel in a conditions hurdle over 3300m. Struggled since at Dieppe but could 

bounce back. 

4. CRAZY LUCA - Second at Vittel in a 3300m maiden hurdle behind The Machine three weeks ago. Chance. 

5. IMPERIUM - No form in three starts to date and ruled out. 

6. HOWAREYOU - Fell on hurdle debut at the midway point at Dieppe a month ago. Not completely ruled out. 

7. MAKO OF THE GLADE - First race starter by Masterstroke out of Tachibana. Entitled to need this. 

8. IDEE KLASS - Beaten 11L by The Machine at Vittel three weeks ago. Will need more. 

9. QUEEN OF ELEGANCE - No wins or placings on the flat but showed some ability. Makes hurdles debut. 

Summary: THE MACHINE (1) was an easy winner at Vittel in a maiden hurdle over 3300m beating a number 
of re-opposing rivals. Contender. ICI AVRILLY (3) is aiming to bounce back after a disappointing performance. 
20L winner at Vittel the time before over hurdles. One to consider. CRAZY LUCA (4) placed second at Vittel 
behind The Machine and holds claims. QUEEN OF ELEGANCE (9) demonstrated some ability on the flat and 
makes hurdle debut. 

Selections 

THE MACHINE (1) - ICI AVRILLY (3) - CRAZY LUCA (4) - QUEEN OF ELEGANCE (9)  



Race 4 - PRIX DU LIONS CLUB DU KOCHERSBERG (PRIX MAIRE CHRETIEN GLASS) -  1400m CLM. 
Purse EUR €12,000. 

1. PRINCESSE VERA - Eighth beaten 21L at Dieppe in a 1400m claimer. Needs significant improvement. 

2. HEY MAN - Seventh beaten 4.25L in a Vichy claimer over 1850m in July. The second and third have won 

since and could go well. 

3. GOLD SHIVA - Tenth beaten 10L at Deauville in a AW maiden over 1500m last month. Needs the drop to 

a claimer to help. 

4. IT'S ON US - Fifth beaten 6.5L at Argentan in a maiden over 1200m two weeks ago. This was an improved 

effort and dropping down in class again. 

5. DIVINE EMOTION - Eighth beaten 9.5L at Compiegne over 1400m in a handicap. Going well prior to that 

and might appreciate the drop to a claimer. 

6. TRULY GLORIOUS - Second beaten a head at Argentan over 1200m in a claimer behind a next time out 

winner. Can go close. 

7. BETTY NOIR - Third at Moulins in a maiden over 1400m on second outing. Down to a claimer and could 

improve again. 

8. NEDUNJA - Three-year-old filly first-starter by Kendargent out of Nessaya. Best watched. 

9. SO YOU SAY - Tenth but only beaten 5.5L at Deauville (AW) in a 1300m handicap in August. Solid pick 

and down in class. 

10. BOBIK - Seventh beaten 5.5L at Clairefontaine over 1600m in a handicap. First time blinkers and down 

to a claimer. 

11. AZABA - Ninth beaten 4.75L in a handicap over 1400m. Fifth the time before in a claimer but needs a bit 

more. 

12. LONIA - Seventh at Deauville (AW) in a 1500m claimer beaten 6.5L two weeks ago. Bit more needed.  

13. COCO CONTES - Some form in Germany of late and makes French debut in a claimer. 

14. QUIET JUNGLE - Fifth beaten 2.75L at Le Lion-d'Angers over 1400m in a handicap three weeks ago. 

Down to a claimer and could go well. 

15. SIMARUBA - Moderate efforts on last two outings and needs more. 

16. NANAWEST - Eighth beaten 12L at Clairefontaine in a Class Three over 1800m. Dropping to a claimer 

and first time blinkers. 

Summary: SO YOU SAY (9) shaped better than the bare form when 5.5L tenth at Deauville in a AW handicap 
over 1300m. Top claims down in class. BETTY NOIR (7) placed third on second outing at Moulins in a 1400m 
maiden beaten 1.25L. Not ruled out. QUIET JUNGLE (14) finished a fair 2.75L fifth at Le Lion-d'Angers tackling 
1400m. More than capable at this level. BOBIK (10) is running well in handicaps and is interesting down in 
level with first time blinkers. 

Selections 

SO YOU SAY (9) - BETTY NOIR (7) - QUIET JUNGLE (14) - BOBIK (10)  



Race 5 - PRIX CENTRAKOR (PRIX DU CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE) -  4000m HDLE. Purse EUR €21,000. 

1. BONFOU D'AIRY - Disappointing on reappearance after a short break and needs more. 

2. GAROU DE JUILLEY - Useful 2.75L third at this venue over 3800m on reappearance two runs back and 

can play a major role after 122 day break. 

3. FLEUR IRLANDAISE - Making steady headway with each start and showed a good level of form when 

fourth at Dieppe two weeks ago. 

4. CONTENDRO - Unable to complete on last two outings over hurdles and needs a clean round of jumping. 

5. FLYING MONDAS - Improved effort when fifth at Dieppe over 3800m and could sneak a place third-up. 

6. FIRST DE PRAIRIE - Better effort when fourth at Vittel over 3800m in a handicap hurdle a fortnight ago. 

Holds each way claims. 

7. DIDJI DU LAC - Disappointing in recent outings and needs to find more. 

8. DUFOU D'AIRY - Useful third at Pau over fences prior to a fourth at the same track. Excellent hurdle record 

with one win and two placings from four attempts. 607 day break to overcome. 

9. CUTTING KING - Struggled on last two outings. Would need to show more. 

10. LEIERSPIELERIN - Useful 2.5L third at Vittel over 3800m two weeks ago. Holds each way claims. 

11. COOKILAYONE - Improved effort when 1.75L third at Clairefontaine over 3900m. Good piece of form and 

remains unexposed after three hurdle attempts. 

Summary: DUFOU D'AIRY (8) has been producing solid efforts over fences with a third and fourth at Pau on 
last two outings. Strong hurdle record with a win and two placings from four attempts. Query is first up after a 
lengthy spell but has the talent. FLEUR IRLANDAISE (3) has made steady headway with each outing since a 
break and produced a bold bid when fourth at Dieppe. COOKILAYONE (11) placed 1.75L third at 
Clairefontaine over 3900m on third hurdle attempt and holds each way claims again. LEIERSPIELERIN (10) 
is a place contender based on a 2.5L third at Vittel. 

Selections 

DUFOU D'AIRY (8) - FLEUR IRLANDAISE (3) - COOKILAYONE (11) - LEIERSPIELERIN (10)  



Race 6 - PRIX DU CREDIT AGRICOLE ALSACE VOSGES (PRIX DES VOSGES) -  2350m HCP. Purse 
EUR €18,000. 

1. RIYAK - Chasing a double after 0.5L success at Vittel in a claimer over 2100m in July. First start for a new 

trainer. 

2. ALEXINA - Given a break since June. Not placed in recent outings although won on only start at this venue. 

3. MARIE - Improved effort when 1.75L third at Clairefontaine over 2200m three weeks ago. Won on sole 

attempt at this venue and rates well. 

4. GOLDEN CHARLIE - Placed twice from last three outings. Draws closer to a win after a close Vichy second 

over 2400m a month ago. 

5. ZODIAC SIGN - Mixed form over last few months. Fair 2L third at Vichy two outings back and could sneak 

into the frame if replicating. 

6. ARAMIS D'AZUR - Two good efforts since a break including a fourth in a 2400m maiden at Vichy. First 

attempt in a handicap and could take advantage of a fair weight. 

7. NOUMEA - Hard to recommend after two disappointing performances. 

8. VALLEE DE JOIE - Useful 5.25L third at Nancy two runs back and holds each way claims if replicating. 

Summary: MARIE (3) produced an improved effort when 1.75L third at Clairefontaine over 2200m. One from 
one at this venue and can play a major role with 1.5kg jockey claim. RIYAK (1) is chasing a double after 0.5L 
success at Vittel in claiming company. First start for a new yard and could defy top weight. GOLDEN CHARLIE 
(4) has placed on last two outings including a narrow defeat at Vichy over 2400m. Contender. ZODIAC SIGN 
(5) holds each way claims based on best form in recent months. Can be a little inconsistent although recorded 
a 2L third at Vichy two outings back. 

Selections 

MARIE (3) - RIYAK (1) - GOLDEN CHARLIE (4) - ZODIAC SIGN (5)  



Race 7 - PRIX ALPHONSE BECHTOLD -  2100m HCP CL3. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. DUKE OF CONKER - Scored by a neck at Aix-les-Bains over 2000m two runs back with a subsequent 

winner in second. Not beaten far in seventh subsequently. 

2. MY BUDDY - Chasing a double after narrow success at Vittel over 2400m. Returns to this distance for the 

second time. 

3. LINSOUMIS - Placed twice from last three outings including a narrow second at Vichy over 2400m. Proven 

stayer but has placed at this trip.  

4. GLOBAL PASSION - Bounced back to better order with a 2.5L second at Vichy over 1850m nineteen days 

ago. Steps up to this distance for the first time. 

5. KAILYN - Struggling in recent outings and needs more. Has raced against tougher opposition at times over 

last few months. 

6. MOREMI - Unplaced on last two outings and would need to find more. 

7. KENMOR - Eye-catching effort when 3.5L sixth at Deauville AW over 1900m four weeks ago. Place chance 

up in trip. 

8. SCARLETT OF TARA - Produced back to back placings earlier in the campaign including a third at this 

venue over 3000m. May not be as effective tackling this shorter distance. 

9. LOS ALTOS - 2.5L winner at Nancy over 2500m two back and followed up with a disappointing effort at 

Vittel. Experienced at this distance. 

10. INNIS - Better effort when 4L third at Deauville over 2000m nineteen days ago. Contender.  

11. LIGHT THE FUSE - Struggled to find best form in recent starts and needs more.  

12. NEW FIREBIRD - Struggled to get involved in two starts since a Longchamp success. Excellent record at 

this distance with two wins and three placings from seven attempts. Can bounce back. 

13. MAKENZO - Mixed form in recent starts including 1.25L third at Vichy over 2000m two runs ago. Contender 

if replicating. 

14. ROUGE DESIR - Producing solid performances prior to a 2L fourth at Nancy.  

Summary: NEW FIREBIRD (12) has been struggling to get involved since an eye catching Longchamp 
success. Superior record at this distance compared to rest of the field with two wins and three placings from 
seven attempts. INNIS (10) produced an improved effort when 4L third at Deauville over 2000m and has to 
be respected if replicating. LINSOUMIS (3) is worth consideration based on a long neck second at Vichy 
attempting 2400m. Has placed over this distance in the past. KENMOR (7) is an interesting contender stepped 
up in journey. Shaped well when 3.5L sixth at Deauville AW tackling 1900m latest. 

Selections 

NEW FIREBIRD (12) - INNIS (10) - LINSOUMIS (3) - KENMOR (7)  



Race 8 - PRIX ETOILE ALSACE IMPRESSION (PRIX DE LA ZORN) -  2100m HCP CL4. Purse EUR 
€14,000. 

1. KARYNIA - Disappointing on last few outings including at a higher grade. Better effort required. 

2. GO FAST - Unable to make the top ten in two starts since a break. Form from previous campaign would 

give him a shout. 

3. JOAN JET - Fair effort when 4.75L fifth at Vittel and tries the increased distance for the second time. Place 

contender. 

4. MISS FEYA - Backed up a higher grade conditions win at Lignieres with a fourth in a 2600m handicap at 

Marseille Vivaux. One from one at this track. 

5. HACKLE SETTER - Struggling to find form and needs more. 

6. CORK - Finished runner-up on last two outings including when beaten a neck at Vittel over 2400m. 

Experienced at this distance. 

7. CHARLY - Resumes after a three month spell. Hard to like on recent performances although has won twice 

over this trip. 

8. ARCHITECT - Placed twice from three outings including a 3L third at Vittel over 2400m five weeks ago. 

Remains fairly handicapped. 

9. MOMOUR - Placed three times from last five including a second at Divonne over 2000m. Has finished in 

the frame at this distance. 

10. MOULT - Chasing a double after nose success at Montier-en-Der two weeks ago. Yet to feature over this 

distance although could get involved from a low weight. 

11. MOTORSPORT - Struggled on last two outings. Placings earlier in the campaign would give him an each 

way chance. 

12. SO PROUD - Solid fifth at Moulins over 2200m four weeks back and could sneak into the frame. 

13. KELLERSDAM - Struggling to find more. Others make more appeal. 

14. ELIO SKA - Disappointing in three starts since a 2.5L second at Nancy over 1950m. Needs to bounce 

back. 

Summary: MOULT (10) is aiming to go back to back after a hard fought nose success. Remains fairly 
handicapped and 1.5kg jockey claim offers further assistance. MISS FEYA (4) has been racing well with some 
solid efforts. Winner of a conditions contest at Lignieres two back and followed up with a fourth at Marseille 
Vivaux. Contender. ARCHITECT (8) is a place chance based on recent third at Vittel over 2400m. 1.5kg jockey 
claim helps. MOMOUR (9) has placed three times from last five outings including a second at Divonne tackling 
2000m. Previously found the frame at this distance. 

Selections 

MOULT (10) - MISS FEYA (4) - ARCHITECT (8) - MOMOUR (9) 

 


